
 

 

Hot Work Programs 
 
Hot work is any activity that creates heat, flame, sparks, or smoke. Examples of hot work are: welding, 
cutting, grinding, brazing, soldering, using open flame heaters in buildings, and hot tar operations. 
 
Hot Work Permits are required under OSHA, state administered OSHA programs, and all state fire codes. 
These regulations stem from life and enormous property loss every year that could have been avoided if 
employees and management took simple preventative steps.  
 
Code compliance is important, but not the sole reason for a Hot Work Permit program. A hot work 
program allows your company control of hot work operations at your work site. It helps to avoid injuries, 
property loss, and entanglement in legal expenses when failure of an effective policy leads to a loss.   
 
Hot Work Permits are not required where hot work is a daily part of company operations, like a fabrication 
or maintenance shop. They are required but not limited to: jobsites, buildings under construction, 
demolition, remodeling, installation, or repair of equipment in an area where hot work is not normally a 
part of everyday activities. 
 
A key element of the program is that after the hot work activity has been completed, a fire watcher must 
stay on duty 30-60 minutes. Sparks created by a hot work process may smolder a long time before the 
first flames begin to show. Lack of an effective fire watcher has been blamed for millions of dollars of 
property loss in the United States. 
 
Another element is that outdoor work, when within 40 feet of a building or fuel tank, must have a Hot 
Work Permit. The area should be inspected first for dry vegetation, landscape covers like shredded bark, 
pines needles, open trash dumpsters, synthetic turf, and anything that could contribute to an outdoor fire; 
especially one that could spread to a building.  
 
Typically your hot work program should mention how you will address:  

 Who is in charge of the program as well as who issues permits, manages, communicates, and 
restricts activity. 

 Pre-inspection of the work area for combustibles and other conditions that might be hazardous. 

 A fire watch 30-60 minutes after hot activity. 

 Providing extra fire extinguishing equipment for employee who is standing by and observing. 

 Communication with all departments involved in fire protection. 

 Isolating combustibles from sources of ignition. 

 Restricting the use of unauthorized flame and spark producing equipment. 
 
If hot work is to be done by an outside contractor, spell out responsibilities in written form. Decide who is 
going to issue permits and what signatures are needed. Decide who is to provide the fire watch, who 
provides standby fire equipment, and who coordinates hot work activity between the contractor and plant 
personnel.  
 
A tag or form is a critical part of the program. You can develop your own that is specific to your operations 
or use one of the many standard forms available. Your SECURA Risk Management Consultant can also 
provide a form for you if you want to use a standard template.  

 


